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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Rasulullah peace and blessings be upon him was the greatest and the
most successful leader throughout the world history. Having a great
personality and behavior had made him a role model to his followers. Being a
leader is not easy. If we describe a leader’s role in a stratum of society in an
organization, then a figure of a leader occupies the top level position. With the
spirit of a leader, a human will be able to manage himself, a group and his
environment well. In leadership, qualities such as firmness, adaptability, and
intelligence are the most important things. Moreover a leader must be
responsible for what he has lead, as it stated in the hadith:
 ُﻜﱡﻠُﻛ ُلُﻮﻘَﯾ َﻢﱠﻠَﺳَو ِﮫَْﯿﻠَﻋ ُ ﱠ  ﻰﱠﻠَﺻ ِ ﱠ  َلﻮُﺳَر ﱠَنأ ﺎَﻤُﮭْﻨَﻋ ُ ﱠ  َﻲِﺿَر َﺮَﻤُﻋ ِﻦْﺑا ْﻦَﻋ ْﻢ
 ٍعاَر ُﻞُﺟ ﱠﺮﻟاَو ِﮫِﺘﱠﯿِﻋَر ْﻦَﻋ ٌلُﻮﺌْﺴَﻣَو ٍعاَر ُمﺎَﻣ ِْﻹا ِﮫِﺘﱠﯿِﻋَر ْﻦَﻋ ٌلُﻮﺌْﺴَﻣ ْﻢُﻜﱡﻠُﻛَو ٍعاَر
 ْﻦَﻋ ٌﺔَﻟُﻮﺌْﺴَﻣَو ﺎَﮭِﺟْوَز ِﺖْﯿَﺑ ِﻲﻓ ٌﺔَﯿِﻋاَر َُةأْﺮَﻤْﻟاَو ِﮫِﺘﱠﯿِﻋَر ْﻦَﻋ ٌلُﻮﺌْﺴَﻣ َﻮُھَو ِﮫِﻠَْھأ ِﻲﻓ
 ٍعاَر ُمِدﺎَﺨْﻟاَو  ﺎَﮭِﺘﱠﯿِﻋَر ٌلُﻮﺌْﺴَﻣَو ٍعاَر ْﻢُﻜﱡﻠُﻛَو ِﮫِﺘﱠﯿِﻋَر ْﻦَﻋ ٌلُﻮﺌْﺴَﻣَو ِهِّﺪِﯿَﺳ ِلﺎَﻣ ﻲِﻓ
ﮫِﺘﱠﯿِﻋَر ْﻦَﻋ
2Translation :
Abdullah bin Umar narrated: The Messenger of Allah, peace and
blessings be upon him said, “Every one of you is a shepherd and is
responsible for his flock. The leader of people is a guardian and is responsible
for his subjects. A man is the guardian of his family and he is responsible for
them. A woman is the guardian of her husband’s home and his children and
she is responsible for them. The servant of a man is a guardian of the property
of his master and he is responsible for it. No doubt, every one of you is a
shepherd and is responsible for his flock.” (Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī 6719, Ṣaḥīḥ
Muslim 1829).
Based on the hadith the most basic ethics is responsibility. Everyone
who lives in this world is a leader. Hence as a leader, he will take
responsibilities on what he has leaded to at least for himself. A husband
should be responsible to his wife, a father should be responsible to his
children, a servant should be responsible to his master, an employer should be
responsible to his employee, a president and a governor should be responsible
to the people they lead.
Arep and Tanjung (2003:93) stated that leadership is someone’s ability
to control or influence others or different society to achieve certain goal. So,
leadership is characters that must be owned by a leader, which is in the
application contain of consequences on the leader’s side himself. Among them
are : must be brave to make decision  firmly and accurately, must be brave to
take risk,and must be brave to take responsibility
Saryono (2009:16-17), he argue that “A literature is not merely an
artifact but it is a living thing. As a living thing, a literature develops
dynamically along with other components such as politics, economics, art,
3culture and leadership. A literature is considered as an essay that has a
capability to refer the values of goodness and written with beautiful words and
provide general sights on humanitarian, social issues and intellectual issues in
a unique way.” Bressier (1994:7), “A literature is a work of art that comes
from the author’s imagination in either fiction or non-fiction.” The literary
writers convey their imaginations in various forms, one of them is film.”
Wibowo (2006:196) stated that “Film is a tool to convey a variety of messages
to its audience through a mass communication which is made based on the
rules of cinematography.” Films have many genres and one of them is drama-
thriller such as Everest movie.
Everest move is a drama-thriller film was released in 2015. After
several successful leads in an Everest climbing expedition, Rob Hall and his
professional mountaineer team from Adventure Consultant should lead a
group of amateur climbers to conquer the mountain which has the highest
peak in the world. The amateur climbers in Rob's group are Beck Weathers, a
millionaire, Doug Hansen a postman who has actually climbed Everest several
times, but never reached the top, John Krakauer, a writer, and Japanese female
Namba Yasuko who wants to make Everest as her seventh peak she will
conquer. In Everest movie, the researcher is interested in analyzing a
leadership. Talking about leadership can find in various book but some people
prefer watching rather than reading, so in the  literature in particular movie,
can help the people to knowledge about something like leadership .
4B. Research Question
In this research, the researcher formulates research question as follow:
1. How is the representation of leadership of the main character in the
Everest movie?
C. Research Objective
The objective of this research is to describe the representation of
leadership of  the main character in the Everest movie
D. Significances of The Research
The significance that researcher expects from the result of this research
are:
1. Theoretically, this research can give information about representation
leadership  in the movie
2. Practically, the researcher hopes this research can be a reference for
students, the reader or another researcher of English and Literature
Department, especially similar research in teaching us to be good and
effective leaders
E. Scope of The Research
The researcher just analyzed and focused on the representation of
leadership of the main character in the Everest movie. In this research, the
researcher focused on the concept of leadership. Besides, research limited by
ten concepts of leadership of the main character in the movie.
5CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Finding
The researcher presented some previous findings, which were related
or relevant with this research, as follows:
Apriliyanti (2014), in her thesis The Analysis Of Leadership Style In
“Red Cliff” movie. She analyzed about the leadership style of the main
characters in “Red Cliff” movie. She also used the theory of leadership by
John C. Maxwell. The aim of her study was to determine whether the
leadership style figures contained in the movie Red Cliff 1 and Red Cliff 2 is
in accordance with the theories of leadership John C. Maxwell and to knew
how to be a good leader. The result of the research showed that, Cao Cao, Liu
Bei and Sun Quan were leader who does not fit with the theory of John C.
Maxwell, while Zhou Yu is the leader in accordance with the theory of John
C. Maxwell.
Gunawan (2016), in his thesis Analysis of Leadership Style In “300:
Rise of An Empire” Movie By Zack Synder. He analyzed about Leadership
Style in the Movie “300: Rise of an Empire”. The aims of this research are to
describe the types and the function of leadership style. He also used the theory
of leadership style by Lewin. The result of the research showed that, three
types of leadership style. They are: Autocratic, Democratic, Laissez-Fire and
6the writer also found four functions of leadership style, they are: Planning,
Leading, Organizing, and Evaluating.
Based on the previous finding above, this research had the similarity
and the difference. it concluded that the similarities with this research were
theme and object. Those previous findings were talking about the leadership
style and using a movie as an object. The differences from those previous
findings were the theory. Apriliyanti used of John C. Maxwell theory and
Gunawan is used Lewin’s theory
B. Movie
1. Definition of Movie
According to Preston in Maysarah (2010:59) film is a medium of
communication rich with social implications, created within different
social, historical and cultural contexts. Besides, Lonergan (1984: 7) said
that movie was photographic process, involving the effects of light and
chemical on sensitive paper. Furthermore, Lado (1974:201) stated that the
video movie or the motion pictures wes in theory at least the most
powerful of visual aids. It combined pictures with movement, color and
sound. The American Heritage Dictionary of English Language, movie
was a motion picture. Motion picture was a series filmed images viewed in
sufficiently rapid succession to created the illusion of motion and
continuity.
72. The Types of Movie
According to Sindrayani (2005:21) there were three types of
movie even though it had different approach. However, it had one object
that was to attractive the people attention about the content of movie.
Besides  movie could be designed to serve public necessity. Basically,
movie devided into three groups. They were fiction, non-fiction and
experimental or animation movie.
a. Fiction Movie
Fiction movie was a movie that conveyed  nonfactual story.
The story was just imagination of the author but it was kind of
comparison to the real human life. There were many types of fiction
films that were signed certain style, form and contest. There were
drama movie, horror movie, action movie, musical movie, and cowboy
movie.
b. Non-fiction movie
Non-fiction movie was a movie containing factual story as the
main plot even though it might be decorated by other events. There
were two types of non-fiction movie namely factual and documenter
movie. In general, factual movie only showed the fact. It only recorded
a moment of even that report in the real. Documenter movie was a new
that emphasizes the side new release of an actual event on TV
broadcast.
8c. Experimental and Animation Movie
Experimental and animation movie were a movie which did not
created with the content of general way. The purpose of the movie
itself was to make experimentation and to found out the new ways of
pronouncing by the movie. The animation movie was a movie that
used a picture and immovable thing such as a puppet table, chair that
could be moved which animation technique.
C. Representation
A representation can be defined as a description. (Rafiek, 2010:67).
Representation means arranging and showing various facts of an object so an
exploration of a meaning can be done well. (Ratna in Putra, 2012:17). If it is
related to literature, representation in this field is defined as a description of
literature work towards the social phenomenon. The existence of
representation in literature comes up based on one's point of view and beliefs
that literature work is merely a reflection, description, shadow or imitation of
a fact. In this context, literature work is defined as a description which reflects
a reality. (Teeuw in Putra, 2012:17).
In understanding the representation, we should remember again the
essence of literary works. A literary work is created based on imaginary factor
from the author. The author's imagination generally refers to the real life,
either experienced by himself or from the surrounding. In an imaginative
representation of authors in a literary work, there is also their interpretation in
the form of plot ( novel or short story) or implicitly in the text content ( poem,
9poetry, etc). So the representation in literary work is not only describe the
social phenomenon of a society in specific time. But, leads to a meaningful
portrait of society and social situation through the author's creative process
D. Leadership Theory
Leadership has no a certain meaning. Usually, the experts define the
leadership according to their individual perspective and the aspects of the
phenomenon of most interest to them. According to Stogdil cited in
Nourthouse that, “leadership has been defined in terms of traits, behaviors,
influence, interaction patterns, role relationship, and occupation of an
administrative position’ (2011: 20).
Servant-leadership is one kind of leadership that was first coined by
Robert K. Greenleaf. According to Robert K. Greenleaf as cited from Spears,
“servant-leader begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve. Then
conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead” (2011: 1). Servant-leadership
emphasize increased service to other, a holistic approach to work, promoting a
sense of community, and sharing of power in decision making (2011: 2).
There are 10 concepts of servant-leadership by Greenleaf :
1. Listening
Leaders have traditionally been valued for their communication
and decision-making skills. While these are also important skills for the
servant-leader, they need to be reinforced by a deep commitment to
listening intently to others. The servant-leader seeks to identify the will of
a group and helps to clarify that will. He or she seeks to listen receptively
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to what is being said (and not said!). Listening also encompasses getting in
touch with one’s own inner voice and seeking to understand what one’s
body, spirit, and mind are communicating. Listening, coupled with regular
periods of reflection, is essential to the growth of the servant leader.
The keyword of this concept was listening intently to others, it
means a good leader have to listen  to the team than decide what the leader
to do.
2. Empathy
The servant-leader strives to understand and empathize with others.
People need to be accepted and recognized for their special and unique
spirits. One assumes the good intentions of co-workers and does not reject
them as people, even while refusing to accept their behavior or
performance. The most successful servant-leaders are those who have
become skilled empathetic listeners
The keyword of this concept was recognizing and understanding to
the team.
3. Healing
Learning to heal is a powerful force for transformation and
integration. One of the great strengths of servant leadership is the potential
for healing oneself and others. Many people have broken spirits and have
suffered from a variety of emotional hurts. Although this is a part of being
human, servant-leaders recognize that they have an opportunity to ‘help
make whole’ those with whom they come in contact. In The Servant as
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Leader, Greenleaf writes: ‘There is something subtle communicated to one
who is being served and led if, implicit in the compact between servant-
leader and led, is the understanding that the search for wholeness is
something they share.’
The keyword of this concept was an opportunity of the leader to
rise up the team.
4. Awareness
General awareness, and especially self-awareness, strengthens the
servant-leader. Making a commitment to foster awareness can be scary –
you never know what you may discover. Awareness also aids one in
understanding issues involving ethics and values. It lends itself to being
able to view most situations from a more integrated, holistic position. As
Greenleaf observed, ‘Awareness is not a giver of solace – it is just the
opposite. It is a disturber and an awakener. Able leaders are usually
sharply awake and reasonably disturbed. They are not seekers after solace.
They have their own inner serenity.’
The keyword of this concept was self awareness of the leader in
certain situation
5. Persuasion
Another characteristic of servant-leaders is a primary reliance on
persuasion, rather than using one’s positional authority, in making
decisions within an organization. The servant-leader seeks to con vince
others, rather than coerce compliance. This particular element offers one
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of the clearest distinctions between the traditional author itarian model and
that of servant leadership. The servant-leader is effective at building
consensus within groups. This emphasis on per suasion over coercion
probably has its roots within the beliefs of The Religious Society of
Friends (Quakers), the denomination with which Robert Greenleaf himself
was most closely allied.
The aspect of this concept was the leader has to convince the team
to reach the goal
6. Conceptualization
Servant-leaders seek to nurture their abilities to ‘dream great
dreams’. The ability to look at a problem (or an organization) from a
conceptualizing perspective means that one must think beyond day-to-day
realities. For many managers, this is a characteristic that requires
discipline and practice. The traditional manager is focused on the need to
achieve short term operational goals. The manager who wishes also to be a
servant leader must stretch his or her thinking to encompass broader-based
conceptual thinking. Within organizations, conceptualization is also a
proper role of boards of trustees or directors. Un fortunately, boards can
sometimes become involved in the day-to- day operations (something that
should be discouraged), and they may fail to provide the visionary concept
for an institution. Trustees need to be mostly conceptual in their
orientation, staffs need to be mostly operational in their perspective, and
the most effective CEOs and leaders probably need to develop both
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perspectives. Servant-leaders are called to seek a delicate balance be tween
conceptual thinking and a day-to-day focused approach.
The keyword of this concept was the way of the leader must think
conceptually with the long time goals.
7. Foresight
Closely related to conceptualization, the ability to fore see the
likely outcome of a situation is hard to define, but easy to identify. One
knows it when one sees it. Foresight is a characteristic that enables the
servant-leader to understand the lessons from the past, the realities of the
present, and the likely consequence of a decision for the future. It is also
deeply rooted within the intuitive mind. While open to speculation, one
can conjecture that foresight might be the one servant-leader characteristic
with which one may be born. All of the other characteristics can be
consciously developed. There simply has not been a great deal written on
foresight. It remains a largely unexplored area in leadership studies, and
one most deserving of careful attention.
The keyword of this concept was the leader understand the lessons
from the past, the realities of the present, and the likely consequence of a
decision for the future
8. Stewardship
Peter Block (author of Stewardship and The Empowered Manager)
has defined stewardship as ‘holding something in trust for another’. Robert
Greenleaf’s view of all institutions was one in which CEOs, staffs, and
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trustees all played significant roles in holding their institutions in trust for
the greater good of society. Servant leadership, like stewardship, assumes
first a commitment to serving the needs of others. It also emphasizes the
use of openness and persuasion rather than control.
The keyword of this concept was a commitment of the leader to
serving the needs of team.
9. Commitment to the growth of people
Servant-leaders believe that people have an intrinsic value beyond
their tangible contributions as workers. As such, the servant-leader is
deeply committed to the growth of every individual within his or her
institution. The servant-leader recognizes the tremendous responsibility to
do everything within his or her power to nurture the personal, professional,
and spiritual growth of employees. In practice, this can include (but is not
limited to) concrete actions such as making avail able funds for personal
and professional development, taking a personal interest in the ideas and
suggestions from everyone, encouraging worker involvement in decision-
making, and actively assisting laid-off workers to find other employment.
The keyword of this concept was the leader support and helps the
team to develop their talents.
10. Building community
The servant-leader senses that much has been lost in recent human
history as a result of the shift from local communities to large institutions
as the primary shaper of human lives. This awareness causes the servant-
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leader to seek to identify some means for building community among
those who work within a given institution. Servant leadership suggests that
true community can be created among those who work in businesses and
other institutions. Greenleaf said, ‘All that is needed to re build
community as a viable life form for large numbers of people is for enough
servant-leaders to show the way, not by mass movements, but by each
servant-leader demonstrating his own unlimited liability for a quite
specific community-related group.’ These ten characteristics of servant
leadership are by no means exhaustive. However, they serve to
communicate the power and promise that this concept offers to those who
are open to its invitation and challenge.
The keyword of this concept was the leader must show the way,
not by mass movements, but by each servant-leader demonstrating his own
unlimited liability for a quite specific community-related group.
E. Synopsis of The Movie
Everest is a thriller drama film directed and produced by Baltasar
Kormakur and written by William Nicholson and Simon Beaufoy. It is based
on the real events of the 1996 Mount Everest disaster. That time a blizzard hit
the area on Mount Everest and killed several climbers who were doing an
expedition on the mountain. After having been several successful leadings of
mount Everest climbing expeditions, Rob Hall (Jason Clarke) and his team of
professional mountain climbers who join in Adventure Consultant must return
to lead a group of amateur mountain climbers to conquer the mountain with
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the highest peak in the world. Among the amateur climbers in Rob’s group are
Beck Weathers (Josh Brolin), a millionaire, Doug Hansen (John Hawkes), a
mail man who has climbed Everest several times but always returned home
without reaching the peak, John Krakauer (Michael Kelly), an author and
Yasuko Namba (Naoko Mori) a female climber from Japan who wants to
make Everest as  the seventh peak she will be conquered. This is for the
umpteenth time for Rob to leave for challenging Mount Everest.
Starting from Nepal, the real test for Everest climbers has been waiting
as soon as they arrive at the base camp, a place used as a post for gathering
mountaineers from around the world. On the height of more than five
thousand meters above the sea level, extreme cold temperatures, thin oxygen,
the climbers are tested by the wildness of Everest. As an addition of the worse
condition is a competition among the climbers to conquer the highest peak in
the world. The story continues with a series of climbing scenes in difficult and
hard terrains, besides that the brunt of storm and weather often change beyond
expectation, physical and mental endurance of the climbers are really tested.
Nature seems to force the climbers to choose between two options:  getting
survived and keeping fighting until reach the peak by risking their lives or
going home with empty-handed.
18
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
A. Research Method
In this research, the resesrcher used qualitative method. Qualitative
method focused on the date. According to Bodgan and Taylor in Kaelan
(2005:5), qualitative method was procedure research that result descriptive
data such as words, note relating to value, meaning and understanding.
B. Source of Data
The researcher used Everest movie with 121 minutes as the data source
C. Instrument of the Research
In this research, the researcher used note taking as instrument. Ray in
Muchtar (2013: 4) defined that note taking was a method in assembling data
required by using note cards to write down the data finding from data source.
By using this instrument, the researcher made paper note to classify sentence
that describe the representation of leadership of the main character in the
Everest movie, using  Robert K. Greenleaf servant-leadership theory.
D. Procedures of Data Collection
1. The researcher  watched the “ Everest” movie and read the script
2. The researcher identifed the representation of leadership of the main
character in the Everest movie
3. The researcher wrote the representation of leadership of the main character
by using paper note
18
E. Technique of Analyzing Data
The data analysis was started by classifying the related thing to 10
servant-leadership concepts by Robert K. Greenleaf ( listening, empathy,
healing, awareness, persuasion, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship,
commitment to the growth of people, and build the community ) by looking at
dialogues and scenes of Everest movie.
19
CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
A. Finding
This chapter explained the result data analysis of the movie “Everest”.
This chapter consisted of two parts. The first part was finding and the second
part was discussion. The first part consisted of the finding that related to
representation of leadership and last parts consist of the discussed that regarding
forms the representation of leadership. The researcher found 10 concepts
leadership in the movie. In understanding the date, the researcher presented
explanation, D was Datum and T was Time of movie scene. Based on the
explanation above, the researcher found that:
a. Listening
D01: T 52:59
20
Rob : Beck, what wrong?
Beck : I don’t know.
I had an operation a couple years ago, on my eyes
That might be it. I don’t know
Rob : All right Beck, let’s sit you down, Beck look at me
I need to send you down with someone
Beck : No, I don’t wanna go down, Rob
Rob : No, you gotta go down
Beck : I don’t wanna go down
Rob : Okay, Beck listen
You can wait here for half an hour, if it gets better, you can
join in the   queue and keep going up, but if it doesn’t get
better, I’m sorry, mate. It’s over, then I’m gonna send one of
them down for you. Is that clear?
Beck : Okay
The conversation above described when Rob and his team were at
the Balcony with 27.600ft. They must climb faster to got the top but Beck
has a problem with his eyes. Rob suggested to Beck to get back to the camp.
Meanwhile Beck did not want to go back. Thus Rob has an idea to Beck for
take a rest until he gets better and the he can continue the climb.
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b. Empathy
D02: T 01:05:41
Rob : Doug, Doug, Doug listen to me, it’s way too late. It’s over
Doug : No, come on!
Rob : Listen to me, mate. I am sorry, but I gotta turn you around.
Okay
Doug : I can do it. It’s right here, man.
I’m not coming beck next year. It’s my last chance
You gotta let me do this. Let me do this
Rob           : Okay, let’s do it. Let’s get it done
The conversation above that they are almost at the peak of the
mountain but Rob notice that Dough has some breathing issues ,so he asks
him to get down , because he thinks he can’t make it ,but Dough insist that he
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wants to get it done because its his last chance and next year he is not gonna
come again, rob understands his desire of getting at the peak and he
empathize with Doug to make it and he’s willing to accompany him.
D03: T 01:13:40
Guy : Rob I suggest you get yourself down
You know you’re doing not good up there
Now, we’ve got people that we can sand up to help Doug.
But you’ve gotta get yourself down, do you anderstad?
Rob : I mean, come on, man, we’ve playing with a man’s life here
There’s no way I’m leaving Doug behind
Dialog above explains Doug runs out of oxygen, he is very
difficult to breathe even then weather was getting bad so that Guy suggest to
Rob for get down, but Rob does not want to leav Doug behind like that. Rob
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was a little bit disappointed by Guy’s words though Rob stayed there to assist
and help Doug, no matter what circumstences.
c. Healing
D04: T 56:05
Rob : Come on Dougy, Deep breaths, Dougy
Come on, mat, keep it on.
You can do this, Dougy
Doug : Yeah
Rob : I don’t wanna see you back here a third time, mate
Dialog above explains Doug is very weak, he walked one step at a
time slowly. After a few minutes, Doug is coughing and stop walking. Rob
suggested him to breath deeply until he feels better, then Rob set gas
hissingwhich was using by Doug. Rob gave him spirit if everthing is gonna
be ok anddid not want to see him back in Everest because he has failed three
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time to climb this mountain. He believes that Doug can make it to the peak
therefore Doug is inspired after listening to Doug and get self confidence
that he can make it. Rob always gives his team spirit and motivation to get
to the peak of Everest mountain.As must rise up. After listening who Rob
said, Doug is touched and confidence if can do it. As a leader, Rob always
give his team spirit to this to get the top of Everest mountain.
d. Awareness
D05: T 01: 49
Rob : Can you just listen up ?
Guys, we got 2,000 feet, 600 vertical maters, to camp four.
It’s roped all the way. So I know you can make it. Once we
got to the yellow band, we’re gonna regroup, put on the mask
turn on the gas.
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In this part Rob knows well the distance, and also giving
information to his team, till they can make it.
D6: T 19: 18
Rob : The bad news is that each ascent begins and ends with the
icefall. I am sorry but there’s no way around it. There are
millions of tons of glacial ice. Continually moving day and
night. You got seracs the size of tower blocks you got
crevasses so deep don’t even a bottom. It is not place that
you wanna get caught hanging out in. Especially when the
sun hits it. So we are gonna be up nice and early and
through that as soon as possible. Now the Sherpas have
gonna ahead and fixed the leader across the crevasses, and
we have made it as safe as we possibly can, but that is not
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to say that is completely safe. 19 people have died in the
icefall
In this part Rob is giving explanation and awareness to climbers
about the conditional in icefall and what circumstances  they might face. He
know that there are tons of glacial ice continually moving day and night,
and they must get up there nicely and early before the sun rise. He is aware
of the danger in their way to the peak, 19people have died there though, so
they gotta be really careful.
e. Persuasion
D7: T 11: 50
Rob : Let’s just get you to the top this time
Doug : yah
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The picture above describes Rob touches the Doug's shoulders,
looks in to his eyes and persuade Doug that this Time he will succeed
getting to the peak, Rob persuade and encourage Doug with a smiling face
to make him believe that he will succeed making it to the peak of  Everest
mountain.
f. Conceptualization
D8: T 34:21
Rob : We have to fix ropes, particularly above the Lhotse Face
Anatoly : Hillary Step need new fixed rope and Southeast Ridge as well
Scott : Sounds good
Rob : All right, you and Lopsang maybe get together talk about who
wants to fix what and where, okay?
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Picture above explains in this morning, Rob and his team sit
together and arrange strategy for team safety. Rob divides tasks to his
team especially regarding the installation of ropes. There are   some areas
that must be considered its safety, namely Lhotse face, 23.400ft. The
ropes there must be strongly bound again because still can not hold some
people while ascent. Then, in Hillary Step, 28.740ft, the ropes there are
less and still not installed, walking without holding the ropes, it will make
people fall down and die. So leader discuss to conceptualize what will be
done and no more obstacles in climbing Everest.
g. Foresight
D9: T 12:46
Picture above explains Beck excitedly to look the view is
beautiful. He enjoys and looks the view using spyglass. Rob is sensitive
and asking him not to spend time there because Rob remembered his bad
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past with his team who got down the mountain because they were in South
Summit at 13:15 am that should be they are in the top and also bad
conditions and must be around, therefore Rob does not want him bad thing
happen again. The climbers should be on top before at 02:00 pm.
h. Stewardship
D10: T 01:11:36
Rob :   Helen, I need bottle of gas at the top of the Hillary Step.
I can not get him down without it
Helen : Understood. That you need a bottle of oxygen. We are
sending it up to you, as soon as we can.
Dialog above explain Doug and Rob get the problem in the top,
Hillary Step. Doug runs out of oxygen, he is out of energy and can not
walk anymore therefor Rob carry him and get down the mountain.
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Because of the bad weather, Rob take refuge in the stone with Doug, he
calls Hellen to order his team to bring a bottle of oxygen because Doug
need it now. While waiting, Rob give him eight milligrams of
dexamethasone that’s two tablets and Doug can survive.
i. Commitment to the growth of people
D11: T 20:42
Rob : But it’s not all doom and gloom here, okay?
My self and whole as team are here to make sure you get up
and down safely, and you will acclimatize naturally. So why
don’t we all give Caro a nice big thanks you
The speech above shows that Rob as a leader is willing to do the
same sacrifice as all other members and he’s always there to assist them and
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make sure that they get up and down safely and he is not going to leave
them by their own.
j. Building Community
D12: T 32:03
Rob : You wanna top it on the 10th, yeah/
Scoot : Yeah,
Rob : So do I
Scoot : What are you saying? We should team up?
Oh, man, we have different style
Rob : I’m just suggesting that we work, we each other instead of
Against. The only way we both summit, man, is if we work
together particularly fixing the ropes. It’s gotta make sure.
Scoot : Yeah, I see the sense in it
Rob : Okay, thanks man
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Dialog above explain Shoot and his team is listening the music in
the camp. Rob come to Scoot’s camp and drinking together. Rob calls Scoot
tell for teamwork. Schoot is a leader in Everest mountain Climbing also and
have a team, Mountain Madness. Rob and Schoothave different style but
Rob doesn’t mind it, he just want to do teamwork particularly fixing the
ropes which is not safe to use again. They do good teamwork that will make
it to the top together. Rob intention is to unite the teams and says it’s better
that we work together instead of a instead of against because he knows that
together they can be more productive
B. Discussion
In this part of discussion, the researcher discuss some data based on
finding in previous part. The discussion related to the representation of
leadership of the main character that was showed in this movie so it can be
accepted and watched by many people. Based on finding above the researcher
explain that in this movie, there are 10 leadership consists of
1. Listening
As a leader who wants to serve the community it is very important to
listen to the people and spend time with them so he can understand what the
community really needs. Based on Greenleaf (1970:3) in the theory of
servant-leader, he said that a servant-leader has said that the leader seeks to
identify the will of a group and helps to clarify that will listening also
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encompasses getting in touch with one’s own inner voice and seeking to
understand what one’s body spirit , and  mind are communicating needs to
seek and help to clarify what the community needs. Thus Rob as a leader
listen to the reasons of one member of his team for continuing the trip to
finish the climb and Rob realized his desire of getting at the peak so now he
knows better what to decide and what to do.
2. Empathy
The leader must see the circumstances and listen to the team member’s
reasons and accept them if it is logical enough and gotta empathize with
them rather than disappointing them. Based on Greenleaf (1970:3) in the
theory of servant-leader that the leader strives to understand and empathize
with others,people need to be accepted and recognized for their special and
unique spirit.In this case the concept of healing in leadership represented in
the main character in the movie, Rob notice one of the teams member has
breathing issues and asks him to get down but after he listen to his reasons
and he understand his feeling and empathize with him to make his wish
come true.
3. Healing
Healing is one of the most significant thing in leadership,because
during the journey there might be people who got emotionally tired and
frustrated and might suffer from mental problems,so the leader is obligated
to find out the problems and heals the suffered members. As noted in
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Greenleaf theory (1970:3) that one of the great strengths of servant
leadership is the potential for healing one’s self and others. In this case the
concept of healing in leadership represented in the main character in the
movie when Rob sees one of the member has some health issues he
immediately tried to assist him and heal him so he would not fail again .
4. Awareness
A person as a leader must be aware of many things,conditions,
situations and the consequences of his decision to lead the teams in a proper
way. Based on Greenleaf (1970:3) in the theory of servant-leader that
general awareness and especially self awareness strengthens the servant
leader making a commitment to foster awareness can be scary .it lends of
being able to view most situation from a more integrated, holistic position .
In this case the concept of awareness in leadership represented in the main
character in the movie  that Rob is aware of what they are going to face
while trying to climb and getting to the peak , and explain to his teams what
to do and where to reteam again .
5. Persuasion
The leader must be able how to convince others in a proper and
rational way rather than blaming or complaining, persuasion will help the
leader to unite the people and be more productive. Based on Greenleaf
(1970:3) the theory the servant-leader seeks to convince others rather than
coerce compliance. In this case the concept of awareness in leadership
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represented in the main character in the moviethat Rob make his member to
believe if he can go to the peak. Rob convinces his memberin a friendly way
6. Conceptualization
The leader must conceptualize and must think of what’s gonna happen
and what would be next in this way he can prevent of happening many
unwanted problems. Greenleaf (1970:3) said the ability to look at a problem
from a conceptualizing perspective Means that one must think  beyond the
day and day realities . In this case the concept of awareness in leadership
represented in the main character in the movie Rob recommend to bound the
ropes strongly because if its weak it can not hold so many people and it is
really risky.
7. Foresight
Forward looking and assuming the outcome of a decision is a sign of
successful leader , the leader must know the consequences of what he decide
and what he choose to do in order not to mislead the people, regarding to
Greenleaf (1970) that the theory it’s the ability to foresees the likely
outcome of a situation .foresight is a characteristic that enables the leader to
understand the lessons from the past, the realities of the present and the
likely consequences of a decision for the future. In this case the concept of
awareness in leadership represented in the main character in the movie,
when one of the team’s member was looking at the view Rob remembered
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his past and that they couldn’t reach at the peak until 02:00pm and they
failed so this time he didn’t want to repeat the same thing again.
8. Stewardship
A servant- leader must see and steward what the community and
members need ,so he could fulfill what is required and its recommended to
use openness and persuasion rather than control. As claimed by Greenleaf
(1970: 4). It means that servant leader assumes first and foremost a
commitment to serving the needs of others. In this case the concept of
stewardship in leadership represented in the main character in the movie,
While climbing one of the member ran out of oxygen and has no energy to
continue so Rob as a leader understand what he needed and he did not
hesitate of helping him.
9. Commitment to the growth of people
The leader believes in a person who has special abilities or talents.
Then the leader supports and helps his team to develop his talents. As in the
movie showed when one of member of Adventure Consultant gives a short
explanation about anticipation of hypothermia which is many climbers
faced. Then Rob asks to other team to gives appreciation because of her
talents. The researcher can say as a leader, Rob represented the concept of
leadership which is he not only give award to his member because of her
skill but also invite the other team to support her.
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10. Building Community
Its important for a leader to know how to build a community and unite
the people ,because working together is much more productive than working
individually. The theory servant leadership, Greenleaf (1970: 4) suggest that
true community be created among those who work in businesses and other
institution. In this case the concept of building community in leadership
represented in the main character in the movie, Scoot also has a climbers
team and Rob asks for teamwork and working together instead of against,
even though  they have different styles but it doesn’t matter at all for him,
because he knows the importance of teamwork and unity.
Related to the previous finding was conducted by Apriliyanti (2014) in
her thesis titled “Leadership style in Red Cliff movie”. This study was
analyzed about the leadership style of the main character in the movie. In
her research, she found three figures like Cao Cao, Liu Bei and Sun Quan
are leader who do not fit with the theory of John C. Maxwell, while Zhou
Yu is the leader in accordance with the theory of John C. Maxwell. The
similarities of this research with Apriliyanti’s research is about the object,
Apriliyanti and the researcher analyzed the leadership. They have the
different theory to found the result.
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Another research was conducted by Gunawan (2016) ) in him thesis
titled “Leadership style in 300: Rise of An Empire movie”. This study was
analyzed about the leadership style in the movie. In his research, he found
three types of leadership like Autocratic, Democratic, Laissez fire The
similarities of this research with Gunawan’s research is about the object,
Gunawan and the researcher analyzed the leadership. They have the
different theory to found the result.
Rasulullah Shalallahu 'alaihi wasallam is the ideal leader who brought
great changes to the world civilization, so many of the experts in the west
also said that he is a figure of exemplary leaders and has a great influence in
our lives. Allah Almighty has said in the Qur'an that we are the only ones
we deserve to emulate from every side of his life, including his leadership
style.
In the history and culture of Islam as written Ibrahim (2001: 141)
described that the success of the leadership of the Prophet SAW among
others is due to:
1. In the lead, he uses the system of discussion.
2. He respects others, both opponents and friends.
3. He has a friendly nature, and gentleness but he can also be hard and
firm when needed.
4. Give more importance to his people than himself.
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5. Quickly master the situation and conditions, and be strong against the
enemy.
6. As coordinator and unifier of people.
7. Achievements and reach of him in all fields.
8. He applies the rules consistently. Not looking fur and no favoritism.
(Al-Buraey, Mohammed 1986) who saw leadership as "interpersonal
influences carried out in one situation and directed through communication,
toward the achievement of a particular goal or goal". So in this case it appears
that there is a relationship between the leader and the led because in
communication must involve two elements, the leader and the led
(subordinate) are both dependent on an organization to achieve common goals
that have been established. The duties and responsibilities of the leader are to
guide, guide, motivate and encourage the leaded person to do to achieve the
goal,
The leadership style of the Prophet has many unique and noble skills
and attitudes that we should be able to apply in everyday life, especially in
achieving this strategic leadership. From his many exemplary qualities, there
are four things that became the key to his success in leading. Four things are
the nature of siddiq, amanah, fathanah, and tabhligh (Nawawi, 1993). The
qualities of the apostle will be a type and principle for a leader in carrying out
his leadership by applying the values among them:
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1. The principle of Honesty ( Shiddiq ).
In a leadership without any transparency from superiors to
subordinates can hinder the mutual relationship between the two. This is
due to the lack of information disclosure that leaders give to their
members, so as if there is a separating distance, which resulted in an
apathy and unconcerned attitude from subordinates to superiors.
The principle of honesty that the leader must uphold does not have any
tendency, for a good leader only wishes the pleasure of God, which means
the leader strives to be honest with God. While honest with others, that is
not limited to say and do right, but trying to provide maximum benefits for
others. Good leaders always put forward the principle of honesty by
showing concern for others by reaching out for the sake of the progress of
his subordinates.
2. Trustworthy principle ( Amanah )
The manifestation of the attitude of trust indicates that the leader
can show credible, honorable and honorable attitude. Respectability and
trustworthiness can only grow when we believe in what we consider to be
true as an inviolable principle of truth. Trusted leaders, capable of trusting
others and having confidence, can therefore be called responsible leaders.
Each mandate will demand accountability, for even the smallest mandate
must be accounted for by those who hold the mandate.
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The mandate associated with the task of a leader, especially a leader is to
invite, guide, realize the goals of the organization by providing good and
useful practices. On that basis it becomes a demand for the leader to fulfill
his duties and responsibilities in accordance with the position he held that
is as a leader.
3. Communicative Principle ( Tabligh )
The relationship between communication with leadership is very
close, even it can be said that there is no leadership without
communication. Communication plays an important role in determining
the success or failure of a leadership. A leader is said to be successful, if
one of them has succeeded in establishing effective communication
between himself and his subordinates.
For this reason, the values and principles of tabligh have given content
that includes aspects of communication skills (communicationskill),
development, human resource quality improvement, and managerial skills.
Of the four capabilities, must be collected in a leader to determine the
effectiveness of his leadership. So it can show the importance of
communicative principles in building leadership.
4. The Principle of Intelligence ( Fathanah )
The importance of a leader's intelligence is absolutely necessary
for the purpose of leadership to be achieved. A leader must be a person
who has more intelligence than others. Not enough a leader is only
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equipped with skills and intelligence but has a strong foundation of faith
so as not to easily slip on sin and error.
A leader must be able to analyze the problems facing his organization.
That ability allows a leader to direct the thinking of its members in planning
and to determine the right decision in realizing the task of the organization.
Proficient and professional leaders with wide insights have a keen intuition in
analyzing problems and making bold and confident decisions so that the
decisions taken can benefit the whole group.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter consist of two points, namely conclusion and suggestion. After
finding and discussion about leadership in Everest movie, they researcher presents
conclusion and suggestion as follow :
A. Conclusion
After analyzing the data, the researcher concludes that result of this
research; there are the background of representation of leadership of the main
character in Everest movie. Leadership is a picture or reflection that explains
about leadership. By doing a representation of a leadership in a literary work, then
clearly someone will more easily understand the meaning of picture. In finding,
the researcher found the representation of leadership, there are 10 concept of
leadership that represented listening that showed listen and decided, empathy that
showed recognizing and understanding, healing that showed rise up, awareness
that showed self awareness certain situation, persuasion that showed convince,
conceptualization that showed think conceptually, foresight that showed
understand past, stewardship that showed serving the needed of the team,
commitment to the grow of the people that showed  the leader support and helps
the team to develop their talents. and building community that showed the leader
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must show the way, not by mass movements, but by each servant-leader
demonstrating his own unlimited liability for a quite specific community-related
group which corresponds to Robert K. Greenleaf theory.
B. Suggestions
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher wants to give some
suggestions:
1. The researcher suggests to any reader who want research about representation
of leadership to understand your research’s subject strongly, especially the
theories, in order you can finish the research right and quickly.
2. The researcher suggest for next researcher who will make similar research
about representation of leadership, to use this research as reference.
3. And the last, the researcher recommended to any reader to analyze the movie
take messages that contain in the movie. As like in the Everest movie, which
help us to know good leadership.
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